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POWERMETER HOME
EDITION 

        

   

Product price:  

180,00 € tax excluded  

  

Product description:  

POWERMETER HOME EDITION ELECTRIC CONSUMPTION METER 

PowerMeter Home Edition is an electricity consumption meter that provides an acquisition and
visualization from smartphone through the dedicated App.

PowerMeter consists of two units one called meter and the other hub, they cover most of the
required needs by monitoring all environments, offices, residential areas, stores and tourist
facilities.

The PowerMeter, through wifi connection allows you to view, monitor and measure usage
wherever you are. The outputs allow an easy and fast integration both with the dedicated App
and with the use of management software thanks to the data transmission in cloud. 

Monitoring and consulting the data makes us aware of how much energy we use and with the use
of the PowerMeter, we are able to make energy and economic savings that we happily find in the
electricity bill.

The full version of the App in addition to the advantages listed above allows you to be warned of
an imminent disconnection of the meter due to excessive electricity consumption, lack of power
and displays real-time consumption, allowing you to understand how much energy we still have
available.

CARACTERISTICS POWERMETER ELECTRIC CONSUMPTION METER:

Measure electricity consumption and gives a real-time display (reading every 1.5 sec.). The
fastest on the market
Avoid energy waste, saving up to 30% in the bill
Avoid the disconnection of the meter
Warns us if the power goes out
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Graphic visualization of the use
It allows us to understand how much CO2 we produce
Monitoring the production of your photovoltaic panels
Accessible and functional, with a simple installation
Careful of aesthetic details for an installation even outside the panel
The reading unit is powered by two AA type batteries with a duration of about 12 months. 
Integration with Home Assistant
No fees or service charges

Technical features PowerMeter Home Edition

Working frequency: 50Hz
Maximum power:9900W
Minimum power: 20W
Power Supply: 90-264VAC/47-63Hz 5VDC 1st
WiFi 802.11 n 2.4Ghz

Check out www.powermeter.info for additional product information.

  

Product features:  

Frequency (Hz): 50
Max power (KW): 9.9
Video: cC4ppfiUQ6w
Power cable: 90-264VAC/47-63Hz 5VDC 1°
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